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PAVE’COLLECTION 
 
The Pavè collection by Kreoo, designed by Enzo Berti, is inspired by the effect of natural river water 
gliding over the stones of the river bed: water flows, smoothes and polishes, forming nature’s great 
artwork.  
In fact, the name Pavè derives from French language and it is used to speak about the small stones used 
for a particular type of flooring, which is distinguished for its harmony, durability and  charm. 
 
In Pavè system the volumes evoke the shapes of river pebbles, exploring the expressive potential of 
natural elements such as marble, wood and cork in their most natural meaning, both from the aesthetic 
than functional point of view. 
Materials and colours are spontaneous, the surfaces of natural stones play with the contrast between 
marble solidity and  wood and cork formal lightness. 
 
The collection is composed by Pavè Stone seats, realized through the overlap of an oval marble base 
and a wood or cork seat, with its two variants Stream & River, by the bench Pavè Log, a  unique 
wooden board that overlap the original marble bases, and by the Pavè Drink table, characterized by 
free combinations of the classic marble base with a metal stem that is the support for the round 
wooden top 
 
The compositional possibilities are endless, and they are all usable both indoors and outdoors, thanks to 
the differentiation of the proposed materials. 
  
Pavé Collection: single or multiple convivial islands immediately empathic, design objects that recalls 
the nature indoors, and merge with it outdoors 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
 
Name: PAVE’ STONE 
Designer: Enzo Berti 
Azienda: Kreoo 
Pavè Stone is a seating system characterized by the overlap of an 
oval marble base and a wood or cork seat. It is proposed in different 
marbles and 5 different sizes, 3 with an oval base, and two with a 
particular shape, of a comma (River) or a triangular sugared almond 
shape (Stream)  The seats fit easily as a single object or group in all 
indoor / outdoor environments for both home and hospitality. 
Proposed marbles: Grigio Saint Marie, Rosso Francia, Bianco Extremoz, Nero Marquina, Emperador, 
Verde Alpi,  Botticino, Travertino Paglierino. 
Finishing: Marble Base: matt with waterproof treatment 
                 Wooden seats: indoor, bleached or aged larch. 
                                          outdoor, heat-treated brushed larch 
Cork seat: The cork version is resistant to athmospheric agents and it ensures reliability and durability. 
Sizes: Oval base -h 38 cm thikness cm. 50 – 3 lenght: cm 80, 60 and 50 
          River 80 x54 h 38 cm; Stream 55x44 h 38 cm  
 
Name: PAVE’ LOG 
Designer: Enzo Berti 
Bench composed by a unique larch (or heat-treated ash for outdoors 
)board that overlap two or three Pavè Stone marble bases. For indoor, the 
log can be enhanced by natural leather covering in the upper part.  
Proposed marbles: 
Grigio Saint Marie, Rosso Francia, Bianco Extremoz, Nero Marquina, 
Emperador, Verde Alpi,  Botticino, Travertino Paglierino. 
Finishing: 
Marble base: Larch for indoor or heat-treated ash for outdoors 
Wood finishing: brushed and bleached or painted (in a wide range of personalized colors) 
For indoor version, possibility of natural leather covering. 
Sizes: Three lengths: 160cm, 200cm and 240cm. Beams section cm 18 X cm 18 
 
 
Name: PAVE’ DRINK 
Designer: Enzo Berti 
 Small table characterized by free combinations of the classic Pavè Stone  
marble base with a metal stem that will be the support for the round larch 
top (or heat-treated ash for outdoors). The profile of the top is almost 
sharp cut, always to underline the whole project naturalness. 
Materials  
Marble 
Grigio Saint Marie, Rosso Francia, Bianco Extremoz, Nero Marquina, 
Emperador, Verde Alpi,  Botticino, Travertino Paglierino e Emperador 
Dark. 
Wood Larch or heat-treated ash for outdoors. 
Sizes 
Diameter 50cm or 80cm – 45cm high 
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